With over 42,000 installations in more than 60 countries, our Fixed Integrated Treatment Technologies (FITT®) are the result of decades of experience, research & development, and real world operating history.

Why Can’t Water Treatment be Simple?

With Scienco/FAST, it is.
Innovation makes complex problems easy to solve. Our pre-engineered, modular products are a breeze to install and maintain. With thousands of installations in more than 60 countries, they are working right now. Unnoticed. And that’s just how we like it.
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“Let us help bring your system into compliance & keep it there at the lowest total cost for treatment.”

Scienco/FAST, a division of Bio-Microbics, brings superior products to the leisure and commercial marine market with economical and effective treatment. Our products, policies, and personnel make the difference.

Located near St. Louis, MO, Scienco/FAST is internationally recognized for its quality water treatment systems, treatment tablets, top-notch field services, and affordable, adaptable marine sewage devices (MSDs).

Scienco/FAST focuses on three distinct markets:

- MarineFAST® Marine Sewage Devices (MSDs) & offshore MarineFAST® Sewage Treatment systems built to handle extreme environments.


- Mighty Mike® FOGHog®, U&F-BOOST!, decalcification CPT Tablets & Environmentally-friendly Cleaners

Proven Products

Used successfully in municipal, industrial, marine, commercial and residential type applications for over 35 years, Bio-Microbics and Scienco/FAST’s popular wastewater treatment systems are based on environmentally sound and simple scientific principles to deliver consistent high performance. Certified to most international effluent standards, the MarineFAST® is versatile to fit in any configuration and size of vessel or offshore platform and help lessen the environmental impact of contaminants. Tested to handle shock and vibration in the most extreme environments, the MarineFAST® is a fixed integrated treatment technology that has the advantages of a fixed film system without pumped recirculation or the drying of the bacterial growth on the media.

Global Products, Local Support

From consulting during design to ensuring safe and efficient operation of equipment over time, our trained experts offer sewage treatment system and industrial water treatment solutions. Ideal for fiberglass, steel, or locally-made concrete tanks, our systems are pre-engineered in a simple, modular design for easy shipment around the globe. Our core belief is that innovative use of basic components that make up the FAST® wastewater system are an important part of a sustainable future for our planet.